
 

Minutes of PPG Meeting held 2pm Thursday 12th July 2018                                        
at South Lewisham Group Practice 

PRESENT:  
Alexandra Camies (Chair), Denis Costelloe (Committee), Elizabeth Wellington (Committee) 
Elizabeth Atere-Roberts (Committee), |Ann Talbot (Committee), Joan Carter (Member), Marion Cox (Member), Liz 
Jones (Member), Dawn Lait (Practice Manager), Janice Heredia newly (appointed PPG Liaison Officer)  

 
1.   Welcome, apologies 
Committee Members Apologies: Carolynne Batley (PPG Secretary), Doreen Fellingham, Rae Milton Lee  
Committee Absences: George Gard (Committee).  
 
As several new faces it was suggested that all introduced themselves. DL introduced JH who has now been appointed 
as our new replacement Patient Liaison Officer. She also apologised for the lack of a GP at the meeting due to several 
now on annual leave and lack of cover but would do her best to provide updates as far as able.  
 
2. Minutes from previous meeting   
AC asked if everyone happy with previous meeting minutes and all agreed OK. 
 
3. Updates on action points from meeting Thursday 12th April      

 
a. CLINICAL PHARMACIST UPDATE – DL explained that out Clinical Pharmacist Emma Whale was our 
resident drug specialist carrying out reviews on medications on all aspects. EW can be booked direct for 
reviews etc. surrounding mainly medications and is working at the surgery 40 hours per week. DC asked if 
patients aware of having a Clinical Pharmacist at the surgery and DL said yes, and that her appointment books 
full so being made full use of. JH said Emma was introduced directly to those patients with high blood pressure, 
asthma etc. 
 
b. SAME DAY SERVICE (SDS) UPDATE – DL stated that availability outstrips demand currently so 
constantly under review. Looking at the government demand the surgery is providing more than the 
recommended every day. Said some patients still prefer doctors over nurse and there is a need to change 
people’s way of thinking in that regard. Dl then entered into a discussion regarding the surgery provisions. 
Monday are the busiest days and Tuesdays and Wednesday usually very quiet. Explains there is a strain on the 
surgery and GPs. LJ said it’s all about patient education. JH explained that the service is working well especially 
for the elderly the local patients. EW stated, from her personal experience, SDS works and some other services 
have no access to patient records as tried but unable to help, visited then A & E who then referred her back to 
GP. AC explained that general waiting times have been cut. LJ said a privilege to have the service and pleased 
it’s here, and has seen patients get upset after queuing to get an appointment and not getting one. AC stated 
that feedback from other local sources shows we are leading the way. DC said he applauded the SDS. 
LJ said had worked in GP practice for years and suggested patient given leaflet informing them how to deal with 
minor injuries and ailments. DL said surgery did do but because of the cost of printing it is all now available on 
line. EW suggested posters with simple information , perhaps using pictures as some patients may be dyslectic 
or not speak English,  be placed on the waiting area walls and AC said already a lot on the walls so could look 
untidy and patients tend not to read. DL said do have some leaflets but all are written not pictorial EW then 
suggested perhaps information be placed outside the waiting area before people enter. AC said she had 
prepared leaflets before. AT suggested we put information on the surgery screen to provide the information 
stating how many needless appointments for such things as coughs and colds made, and pointing out what 
could be dealt with by a pharmacy. 
EA-R asked if private medical reports are still available as been unable to get one for some weeks. .DL said 
less partners now to deal with them hence the problem but still available for such things as insurance, fostering 
etc.  EA-R asked if could set up a waiting list and DL stated the need to look at expanding the service. General 
discussion took place regarding charges and current availability, and possible solutions may open up for other 
positions to do them such as nurses and pharmacist. JH suggested that perhaps could look at putting these 
appointments on the surgery website. 
 



c. PATIENT SERVICE DESK / WAITING AREA REDESIGN/HUBS AC said understood that Dr SP had 
applied for some funding and DL said it was for suitable tables and chairs. Discussion took place regarding the 
current waiting area being a patient hub with a licence for music in some areas to increase privacy. 
JH apologised as had to leave the meeting. 
 
d. INFORMATION BOOKS – AC showed an alternative folder with hard clear backing for the waiting area 
to out information in for patients asking if would be hardwearing enough. Agreed and AC to continue to set up 
folders.  AC also put forward a leaflet from SLAM re mental health hot line and DL said can scan and out on the 
waiting room screen. 
 
e. DISABILITY TRAINING FOR STAFF – DL said had been offered training by Healthwatch and looking 
into offer. 
 
f. LEWISHAM PRIMARY CARE ACADEMY /MODALITY PARTNERSHIP -  DL said could not update 
meeting on the Primary Care Academy but confirmed in place now. Explained that the surgery had partnered 
with the Jenner Practice in Sydenham and the Bellingham Green Practice in Bellingham coming under the 
banner of Modality, who would be the ‘umbrella’ name for the 3 surgeries. This would now allow successful 
lenders for services to use used by all. One of the main reason for the partnership was that potentially bigger 
organisations could outbid us to provide provisions if the surgery hadn’t expanded. AC asked if any clinics 
would be at our surgery and Dl said nothing yet decided and also pointed out that the Jenner has space and 
they are able to open on Saturdays. She went on to say any changes that may be decided on will take time to 
put into place, and all is to remain as is for the time being.  
 
g. PATIENT LIAISON OFFICER UPDATE – DL explained she will Give Ac the email details for JH who 
will liaise with PPG as the previous Officer did. 
 
h. SURGERY WEBSITE UPDATE – DL said Modality would be outing in place a new website under the 
Modality heading but for time being the surgery website will remain. Ac asked when the new site would be in 
place and DL thought perhaps around September time. 
 
i. CONSTITUTION CHANGE – AC said not yet been finalised and to liaise with the Committee re the 
revised wording. 
 
j. NEWSLETTER ITEMS – General discussion took place in newsletter items. AT suggested item In Case 
of Emergency (ICE) sticker for cycle helmets. AC to look at more info on web and also ask a GP for article. 
 
k. PPG NOTICE BOARD UPDATING – DC said had been making sure updated and kept neat and RL 
also emailed AC stating same. 

 
4.   From member LE  

1) “Item 5 re paper prescription last Meeting Minutes is at variance with those on Warfarin medication, because 
it is a necessity for a Doctor to see patient’s ‘Yellow Book’.”  
2) “Since the introduction of the Patient Access service I have been unable to get into all sections; including 
Medical History.  I raised this as a problem with PA, was given a ‘Ticket Number’ and was told it would be 
looked into as soon as an Agent became available. That was some weeks ago and problem remains. 
Two points arise :-  a. Have any other Patients had problems with the service. 

                                               b. As the Practice presumably pays for the PA, surely a ‘chase up’ is indicated.” 
DL said there are some exceptions to the paper prescriptions and Warfarin is one of them. She also stated the EMIS 
service, which has the patient access, is out of the surgery control. It currently has a blip which is being worked on, but 
unsure when it will work fully for all items on the web site. 
 
5.   From member EJ  

1) “I wish to raise the issue about reception cancelling appointments and no other appointment being offered 
and no explanation being given. Appointments are difficult enough without, after having booked an appointment 
online, then getting cancelled without reason. This has happened twice now to my husband.” 



2) “There is still an issue with the spelling on the Jayex in the part about bringing children to the surgery.” 
Dl said unaware of the cancellation problem however on occasion appointments do have to be cancelled, however 
unusual to have 2 cancelled so will look at the trail of events and investigate. She will also ensure the Jayex board is 
amended. 
  
6.   AOB  
AC said had a letter regarding her DECS testing saying the venue had changed to Eltham Community Hospital which 
seemed to be a new hospital as not heard of before. DL said the hospital is outside our area but they possibly had bid 
for the eye testing service as a new hospital but could change the venue if preferred. General discussion took place 
about the locality of services outside the borough. 
 
DL said that the next Macmillan Coffee Morning was on Friday 28th September and asked if our PPG would like to take 
part again to try to raise funds.  General discussion took place and all agreed. DL said GPs and staff will provide cakes 
and drinks but if PPG members also welcome to contribute.  DL said want to set up the stall this time in the waiting area 
and all agreed a time of 9.30am – approx. 11.30 am. AC suggested we hold next PPG meeting the week before to make 
arrangements.  
 
Next meeting date booked for Thursday 20th September.  
 
Meeting ended 3.45pm 
 
 
ACTION POINTS 
 
a. DL/JH to look into putting information on the surgery screen to provide the information stating how many 

needless appointments for such things as coughs and colds made, and pointing out what could be dealt with by 
a pharmacy. 

b. DL/JH to review private medical reports service and possible expansion and update. 
c. Dr SP/DL/JH to update re patient waiting area redesign. 
d. AC to continue with information folders for waiting area 
e. DL/JH to scan SLAM mental health hotline poster and arrange being on waiting room screen. 
f. DL/JH to update re disability training for staff. 
g. DL/JH/Dr SP to update re Lewisham Primary Care Academy and Modality Partnership 
h. AC to liaise with PPG Committee re wording to Constitution. 
i. AC to research for newsletter items and ask GPs for article. 
j. AC/DL/JH to liaise re arranging Macmillan Coffee morning  


